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1. SEND International Manual statement
a. "Housing (Receiving Area): A housing pool is maintained in each Receiving Area to

provide adequate housing for each member in that country. Housing is rented
whenever possible. When preferable, the Mission may purchase property with mission
funds. Each area has the responsibility to determine its own policies for the rental
and/or purchase of housing facilities either by the Mission or by an individual
member."

2. Rental of SEND missionary housing
a. The cost of rent is covered by the SEND FER Housing Pool.   
b. Except in the case of new missionaries arriving in FER for the first time, the

missionary will be responsible for finding a suitable housing for himself/herself and
family.  The missionary will sign the contract for house or apartment rentals only after
getting approval of the rental terms from the Area Director.  

c. Since SEND owns a number of apartments in FER, the maximum amount of rent  can
exceed the actual amount that a missionary unit contributes to the Housing Pool. 
Nevertheless, the maximum rental amount cannot exceed 2 times the FRC amount
without permission from the Executive Committee.

d. As stated in the SEND Manual, each missionary personally bears the cost of utilities. 
If the rent figure includes the cost of utilities, then the missionary unit and field
administration will agree upon a figure which fairly represents the cost of utilities for
that apartment, and this amount is transferred monthly from the missionary's personal
account to the mission Housing Pool.   If the utilities are inflated because the landlord
or his family is registered in the apartment, the additional amount of utilities will be
considered as part of the rent, and will be paid out of the SEND FER Housing Pool.

3. Purchase of housing with SEND funds
a. Rationale for purchasing housing:

1) Suitable housing may not be available for rent in the desired ministry location.
2) Wise stewardship of funds (it may be cheaper to own than rent over a period of

time).
3) Avoidance of disruption of ministry due to being forced to leave by landlords for

whatever reasons.
4) Avoidance of difficulties with registration

b. General guidelines for purchasing housing (with project funds or Housing Pool funds)
1) Any decision to purchase housing and the maximum purchase price must be

approved by the SEND FER Executive Committee.
2) Housing will normally be purchased by the mission only in situations where the

missionary unit expecting to live in that housing unit is planning to stay in that
housing unit for the next four years.

3) If SEND Housing Pool funds are to be used in the purchase, any housing
purchased must be suitable for more than just the missionary that first intends to
live in that particular place (i.e. 3-room or larger).

4) SEND missionaries who move into mission-owned housing must agree that living
in such housing will never interfere with their willingness to relocate and ability to
relocate if so assigned by area administration.

5) SEND will only purchase housing units which have running water, hot water, 
indoor toilets, and a telephone line or in which these facilities can be installed with
minimal financial and time expenditure.



6) Housing will not normally be purchased which is much larger or much more
extravagant than what a family in the church would own. In situations where
home-schooling is necessary or church meetings will be held in the home,
consideration will be given to the need for additional space for these needs.

c. Specific financial parameters
1) Housing purchases which would put the Housing Pool in a deficit position for

more than the next six (6) months will not be permitted.
2) SEND Housing Pool will normally spend no more for the purchase of housing

than ten (10) times what the Housing Pool would receive in one year from the
missionary unit planning to live in that housing unit.

d. Projects can be approved for missionaries to raise additional funds to provide enough
capital to purchase housing.  
1) To the extent that SEND receipted funds (Housing Pool funds or project funds)

were used in the purchase, a housing unit belongs to the SEND FER Housing
Pool.   However because SEND FER is not a legal entity in Russia,  the housing
unit will be held in the name of one of the SEND FER missionaries.

2) The missionary unit whose project funds have contributed the most to the
purchase and renovation of a particular housing unit will have the first opportunity
to live in that housing unit, and the mission will seek to keep that apartment
available for them upon their return from home service.

3) If housing purchased partially or completely with missionary projects funds is
sold, a proportionate percentage of the funds realized from the sale equivalent to
the percentage of missionary project funds used in the purchase and renovation,
will be reserved for the purpose of purchasing housing in FER for the missionary
who raised the project funds, should such a need exists.

e. The utilities for the SEND owned apartment is borne by the missionary unit living in
that apartment.  

f. The decision as to who will live in what SEND-owned housing unit is made by the
Area Director, with the understanding that the missionary unit whose project funds
have contributed the most to the purchase and renovation of the housing unit have
first opportunity to live in that housing unit.

4. Renovations of SEND missionary housing
a. The apartment of each SEND FER missionary needs to be reasonably secure against

break in.   For all apartments owned by SEND or rented by SEND, the SEND FER
Housing Pool will cover the cost of installing a steel door and bars on windows if
needed.

b. Prior to doing any renovations to a rented apartment, the missionary must obtain
permission from the landlord, and seek to deduct these renovations from future rent
payable.  If the landlord does not agree to pay for the renovations, but gives
permission for the renovations to be done, the cost will be borne by the missionary
living in the apartment.   Project funds can be used towards these expenses.

c. Prior to doing renovations to an apartment owned by SEND, the missionary must
obtain permission from area leadership.   The cost of the renovations will be borne by
the missionary’s project account or personal funds.    If the Housing Pool has
sufficient funds, and by decision of the Executive Committee, the Housing Pool may
partially or fully cover the expense of major, non-cosmetic types of repairs that are
essential to the integrity of the dwelling (eg. repairing seams on apartment building,
installing new windows, repair of water lines).   

d. Generally, it is expected that the missionary unit who will live in a housing unit will



supervise the process of renovating the apartment.   When SEND-owned apartments
need to be renovated to make them ready for occupancy prior to the arrival of a
missionary unit, the area director in consultation with the construction project
coordinator will determine how much will be spent and for what purposes and who
will be responsible for the supervision of the renovations.   These renovations will not
address cosmetic or stylistic changes.  The cost of these “basic” renovations will be
charged to the Housing Pool.

5. Furniture and appliances purchased with SEND Housing Pool funds
a. SEND FER will seek to provide basic furnishings and appliances for one or more

apartments in Khabarovsk for the purpose of housing new missionaries on a
temporary basis during the period of their language study.

b. If these missionaries are given permission by area leadership to remain long-term in
these apartments, then they will be expected to purchase the furniture and appliances
in these apartments (with project funds) or replace them.

c. Missionaries living in such “temporary housing” will be allowed to replace SEND-
owned furniture and appliances with other furniture and appliances purchased with
their project funds only with permission from area leadership.   One consideration will
be the availability and ease of storing the SEND Housing Pool furnishings in another
place.

d. The cost of repairs to the appliances and furniture owned by the SEND Housing Pool
will be paid half with Housing Pool funds and half with missionary project funds.

6. Purchase of housing entirely with personal funds
a. In consultation with the Executive Committee, individuals may provide for their own

housing by opting out of the Housing Pool and purchasing housing using personal
funds.  Executive Committee approval for such a purchase will only be granted if it
fits into the Area's strategic ministry purposes, taking into consideration the location
of the home and other factors.  In this case, the housing portion of the missionary's
FRC is set at $0 and the missionary no longer contributes to or draws upon the
Housing Pool.  In this case the property must be purchased outright, without a
mortgage.

b. If the housing unit to be purchased is already owned by SEND, it will be sold to the
missionary at current market value (not at the cost of the apartment when it was
purchased).

c. The purchase of a home requires the signing of the Housing Consent Agreement in the
SEND International Manual (see below).

d. Housing purchased by individuals is not permitted during a missionary’s first term of
service, unless approved by area administration.   (SEND International manual)

e. All risk in home purchase/ownership is the responsibility of the individual.  (SEND
International manual)

f. When missionaries are on home service, the area administration will assume no
oversight or financial liability for the missionary owner.   (SEND International
manual)

g. If a housing unit requires unusual labor (repair or remodelling) that would interfere
with the missionary's ministry, approval would need to be granted by the Area
Director.

h. Upon the geographical transfer to a new ministry assignment, the missionary is
expected to continue to provide for his own housing.  Funds from the sale of the
missionary's existing home will be used for the purchase of housing in future ministry
areas.  From the moment of the initial purchase of a home, the missionary may not opt



back into the Housing Pool, unless a change of assignment requires housing in a
substantially more expensive location, and then only with Executive Committee
approval.

7. Purchase of housing partially with personal funds
a. A missionary can invest personal funds in a housing unit owned by the SEND

Housing Pool up to 25% of the initial purchase and initial renovation cost, and this
housing unit will still be treated as if it were SEND-owned.  The missionary will
continue to contribute to the Housing Pool, and the mission will take responsibility for
the housing unit during the missionary’s home service.   

b. If housing purchased partially with personal funds is sold, a proportionate percentage
of the funds realized from the sale equivalent to the percentage of  personal funds
used in the purchase and renovation, will be paid to the missionary who invested the
funds.   Mission leadership will determine both the selling price and the time frame
for the sale of the apartment.

8. Arrangements for home service
a. For housing units that are rented, the mission may decide to continue to pay the rent

and utilities to keep that housing unit available for the missionary’s return after home
service.  The decision to continue to pay the rent will be based on the strategic value
of the housing unit for the mission, the duration of the home service, the cost of the
rent, and the possibility that others might be able to live in that apartment during the
home service.   When possible, arrangements for sub-letting the apartment will be
encouraged to cover the cost of utilities and/or the rent.

b. During a missionary’s home service, the administration and use of housing units
owned or rented by the SEND FER Housing Pool are assumed by the area leadership. 
When possible, arrangements for sub-letting the apartment will be encouraged, to
cover the cost of utilities and/or rent.

c. If a housing unit is held in the name of a missionary going on home service, that
missionary must give the power of attorney to someone remaining in Far East Russia,
authorizing this person to sell the housing unit if necessary.   This document will be
kept in the safe in the SEND office.

d. When housing units owned by SEND are vacant, the cost of the utilities is borne by
the SEND FER Housing Pool. 

e. For missionaries who are asked to vacate their apartments before going on home
service, the storage of their belongings when on Home Service will be paid for out of
the Housing Pool, if storage space needs to be rented.

f. If the missionary unit plans to return to the same housing unit after home service, and
their belongings will stay in the home during home service, then, as much as possible,
the belongings of the missionary should be stored in one room so that the apartment
(including bookcases, kitchen cabinets and wardrobes) can be fully used by someone
else.   Pictures and other personal or valuable items should be stored in this room. 
The missionary unit should not expect the new occupants to take care of their plants
and pets, but should make other arrangements.

g. Before leaving on home service, the missionary unit should identify all the things that
are irreplaceable and that they absolutely would want sent back to their home country
if they were not able to return (i.e. pictures, important documents, heirlooms, etc).  
These things should be put in a few boxes (no more than 1 box per family member),
and clearly marked in Russian and English as things that should be sent back to a
certain address in your home country, should you not be able to return.   The mission
will not be held responsible for making wrong decisions about what to dispose of here



and what to send back to the home country if these instructions are not followed. 
h. Housing Consent Agreement: 

Housing Consent Agreement between
__________________________________________________ and SEND International.  

The above named members of SEND International are purchasing housing in their name in
accordance with the Housing Guidelines for Individual Purchases as set forth in the SEND
Manual.  

"We understand there is no obligation on the part of SEND International to assist us with
either the purchase or sale of this property. 

"We, the purchasers, have read, understand, and agree to be bound by the SEND Manual
regarding Housing Guidelines for Individual Purchases.  

"We, the purchasers, recognize the moral, legal and financial obligations of the home
ownership we are entering into, and therefore, absolve SEND International from any
responsibility.  

"We, the purchasers, agree that the purchase of housing will not impact our area assignment
or location and will not take priority over the ministry needs of our area.  We further affirm
our willingness and ability to relocate if so assigned by SEND International."  

___________________________________________   Date______________  
(Missionary) 


